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Inicio / CATÁLOGO / narrativas / Big Sur Jack Kerouac Encontraremos aquí a los poetas de San Francisco y reconoceremos al héroe Dean Moriarty diez años después de En el camino. Cada libro de Jack Kerouac es una pieza única, un diamante telepático. Con la prosa engastada en el centro de su
mint, revela la conciencia misma con toda are elaboración sintáctica, narrando minuciosamente el vacío luminoso de su propia confusión paranoica. Esta escritura natural y tan rica no tiene paralelo en la segunda mitad del siglo XX. Es una síntesis de Proust, Céline, Thomas Wolfe, Hemingway, Genet,
Thelonious Monk, Basho, Charlie Parker y la percepción atlética y sagrada del propio Kerouac. €16.00 Disponible ISBN: 978-84-92857-21-0 Colección: narrativas Materia: NARRATIVA Prensa Big Sur First edition coverAuthorJack KerouacCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesDuluoz
LegendPublisherFarrar, Straus and CudahyPublication dateSeptember 11, 1962Media typePrintPages256ISBN0-14-016812-5OCLC26089403Dewey Decimal813/.54 20LC ClassPS3521.E735 B5 1992Preced byLonesome Traveler (1960) Followed byVisions of Gerard (1963) Big Sur's 1962 novel Jack
Kerouac. written in the fall of 1961 in a ten-day period, with a Kerouac typewriter on the teletype. [1] He recounts the events surrounding Kerouac's (here known by the name of his fictional alter-ego Jack Duluoz) three brief stays in a cabin in Bixby Canyon, Big Sur, California, owned by Kerouac's friend
and Beat poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti. The novel deviates from Kerouac's previous fictionalized autobiographical series in that the character Duluoz is portrayed as a popular, published author; most of Kerouac's previous novels instead portray him as a bohemian traveler. Synopsis Roman depicts Duluoz's
mental and physical decline in the late 1950s. Duluoz cannot cope with a suddenly demanding public and struggles with advanced alcoholism. He seeks respite first in soliclusion in a cabin in Big Sur, on the California coast, and later in a relationship with Billie, the mistress of his longtime friend Cody
Pomeray (Neal Cassady). Duluoz finds respite in the wilds of Big Sur, but is driven by the loneliness to return to the city and continues to drink heavily. During Duluoz's subsequent trip to Big Sur and an intertwined lifestyle in San Francisco, he drunkenly embarrassed Cody by introducing Billie to Cody's
wife, and found himself unable to emotionally secure the increasingly demanding Billie and integrate into suburban life. Duluoz's inner turmoil culminates in a nervous breakdown during his third trip to Big Sur. The addition to the book contains keroauc's poem The Sea: Sounds of the Pacific Ocean in Big
Sur, written from the perspective of the Pacific Ocean. Character key Kerouac often based his fictional characters on his friends and family. [2] [3] objections of my early publishers I should not have used the same names of persons in each work. [4] Stvarna osoba [5] Ime lika Jack Kerouac Jack Duluoz
Neal Cassady Cody Pomeray Carolyn Cassady Evelyn Lawrence Ferlinghetti Lorenzo Monsanto Allen Ginsberg Irwin Garden Lenore Kandel Româna Swartz Robert LaVigne Robert Browning Michael McClure Pat Mc McLear Jackie Gibson Mercer Willamine Billie Dabney Albert Saijo George Baso Gary
Snyder Jarry Wagner Alan Watts Arthur Wayne Lew Welch Dave Wain Philip Whalen Ben Fagan Victor Wong[6] Arthur Ma Lucien Carr Julien Filmska adaptacija Filmska adaptacija romana, redatelja Michaela Polisha, objavljena je 2013. [7] [8] Glumačka postava uključuje Jean-Marca Barra kao
Kerouaca, Josha Lucasa kao Neala Cassadyja, Radhu Mitchella kao Carolyn Cassady, Henryja Thomasa kao Whalena, Anthonyja Edwardsa kao Ferlinghettija, Balthazara Gettyja kao McClurea, Patricka Fischlera kao Welcha i Stana Katića kao Kandela. [10] References ^ [1] Kerouac, Jack. Visions of
Cody, Visions of Gerard, Big Sur. New York: American Library, 2015, p. 763 ISBN 978-1-59853374-3. ^ Sandison, David. Jack Kerouac: Illustrated Biography. Chicago: Chicago Review Press. 1999 ^ Who's Who: A Guide to Kerouac's Characters ^ Kerouac, Jack. Visions of Cody. London and New York:
Penguin Books Ltd. 1993 ^ Wills, D. 'Who's Who: A Guide to Kerouac's Characters', in Wills, D. (ed.) Beatdom Vol. 3 (Mauling Press: Dundee, 2009); Available online Archived 2009-02-12 on Wayback Machine ^ Pulley, M: The Last Days of Victor Wong Sacramento News &amp; Review, September 18,
2001 ^ Xan Brooks, Jack Kerouac's Big Sur heads to the big screen, The Guardian, April 18, 2011. ^ 'Big Sur': Kerouac Adaptation Film Lineup Announced, Huffington Post, April 15, 2011. ^ Wyndham Wyeth, Jack Kerouac's Big Sur to Get Film Adaptation, Paste, October 18, 2015 ^ Stephen Baldwin,
Cast set for the 2012-07-09 film adaptation of Kerouac's Big Sur, Archived at Archive.today National Post, April 15, 2011. External links Summary and analysis of novels Complete character key for Big Sur &amp; Other Kerouac novels Big Sur Books Gallery covers Big Sur in a database of internet movies
retrieved from Editorial: ADRIANA HIDALGO EDITORAEncuadernación: Tapa blanda Should you read this book? Well, to quote Jack Kerouac himself, I don't know, I don't care, and it doesn't make any difference. What inspired me to read Big Sur, which I somehow skipped in all the earlier Kerouac
stints, was Ben Gibbard and Jay Farrar's 2009 LP: One Fast Move Or I'm Gone: Kerouac's Big Sur. If you haven't heard of the album, its genesis was Kerouac's nephew Jim Sampas asking songwriter Jay Farraro (Uncle Tupelo, Son Volt) to compose some songs based on Big Sur's lyrics for The Book



Should You Read This Book? Well, to quote Jack Kerouac himself, I don't. I don't care, and it doesn't make any difference. What inspired me to read Big Sur, which I somehow skipped in all the earlier Kerouac stints, was Ben Gibbard and Jay Farrar's 2009 LP: One Fast Move Or I'm Gone: Kerouac's Big
Sur. If you haven't heard of the album, its genesis was Kerouac's nephew Jim Sampas who asked songwriter Jay Farraro (Uncle Tupelo, Son Volt) to compose some songs based on the Big Sur lyrics for the soundtrack of a documentary trying to depict a period of Kerouac's life when he was tormented by
a celebrity who was created by the great sales success of On The Road, trying to drink to stop and write this novel. According to Noel Murray's review of the album at the A.V. Club, the original intention was for various musicians of the name to perform Farr's compositions with him, but he clicked so well
with Ben Gibbard (Death Cab for Cutie) in a preliminary production that the two completed all 12 tracks. The album is in my opinion a damn fine listening, but it's the title track – which I believe I've read somewhere in Gibbard rather than farrar composition – that manages to illuminate something
intrinsically about my perceptions of Kerouac, especially Kerouac of this final novel that can look back at all the excesses and staumps off the roads of my erstwhile youth and wonder if it's all worth it. As far as I can see, the only line in the lyric of the poem coming from Big Sur is the title/chorus (one quick
move or I left), but all the other words ring faithfully to kerouac that I see in my mind after reading seven of his novels and (long ago) Ann Charters biography. Listen at least to the title track yourself, paying attention to the words. Whether it was Gibbard or Farrar (or both) who wrote them, they really came
across what I see as the core of Kerouac. During one of the earliest times of listening to a song, I memorized myself to the beautifully turned proximity of the first chapter in Kerouac's first novel, The city and city, where the third person is a narrative voice, rarely if ever used in Kerouac's later work,
describes the exterior of the Martin family home: When the whole family was peaceful in their sleep, when street crowds a few steps from home were seeding at night and made grotesque tree shadows on the house, when the river sighed in the dark, when trains roared on their way to Montreal far
upstream, when the wind took hold. soft tree houses and something that knocked and shook the old barn – you could stand in the old Galloway Road and look at this home and know that there is nothing more haunting than home at night when a family is sleeping , something strangely tragic, something
beautiful forever. I'm not trying to romanticize a man. It was done in a death manner before Gap used an airbrushed version of one of Jerry Yulsman's kerouac photos to move the unit. The living William Burroughs starred in a Commercial for Nike (Who couldn't use such easy money, small, mucking, I
almost hear him croak in defence), in other words, before an American store learned to elbow his hip so hard that anyone is stupid enough to be a true believer left wondering if they missed the bang or whining that announced that everything cool had spilled over into a barrel of meretricious But and it's a
case of twas ever so, science and time have only worsened. More on that per minute. What I'm trying to say is that a man could write and write well when he put his mind to it. One of the most important things a writer can do, in addition to telling a story, is to make the reader feel something. And few
writers can make me feel as lonely as Kerouac could. Similar to what Burroughs wrote about Hemingway and the subject of death, loneliness was Kerouac's thing, his specialty. Sure, you find a fair share of the thrilling head bumps into life they burn, burn, burn like the incredible yellow Roman candles
exploding in Kerouac's work, but is it so far-fetched to imagine that they are inspired by a desire to fly away from haunting inherent loneliness? And, I think, it's when his prose seeks to convey the foundation of the loneliness of the human condition - or at least its condition - that it truly takes off into place
beyond the utterly predictable descriptions of what feels like riding expertly on the passenger side of a car at breakneck speeds. After I decided to read Big Sur, I went online and bought a used copy of the original paperback edition of Bantam Books from 1963 (original cover price-75 cents!). The synopsis
blurb on the front page is at least 75 cents worth the hilarx. Consider the following: THE NIGHTMARE SUMMERDULUOZ – The King of Beatniks – the tortured, broken idol of an entire generation; a great modern sex god who just wanted to be alone with his cat; all the time the drunk of the century who
slowly drank himself out of his mind. BILLIE – his fashion model lover who knew every dirty trick in the book. Duluoz was her man, a meal ticket and a stallion rolled into one, and she wouldn't let him take it away from her no matter what! ELLIOT – Billie's son – saw things that would make any adult recoil.
ANDBIG SUR – the lonely, wild coastline on which Duluoz went to hide; where the world found him and tried to destroy him. It's clear that the guys in bantam paperback books' marketing department thought it best to reduce everything that could have been authentic, original, artistic or (God help us) hip
about a teaser copy novel that reads like it would be more at home on a poster for a B-movie horror movie. That's what I mean by twas ever so, science and time have only gotten worse. Ad executives from several yesteryears previously thought people could be swayed to buy clothing if they're linked to
pictures of Miles Davis and Jack Kerouac. Back in '63 obviously some creepy Don Draper guys thought the best way to sell Jack Kerouac's final novel was to do a review of him in a third-rate Mickey Spillane-type bombast. But I can hear you asking through your clenched teeth at this point, what do you
think of the damn novel? When I told a few people that I planned to read it, they warned me that it was a gloomy, odd breakdown novel and that Kerouac would take me with him. That's true enough. (see spoiler) [Yet for all time Kerouac seemed to devote work to his unique style (his spontaneous bop
prozody, which was a double-edged sword just as likely to turn it into a goofy flibbertigibbet as helping him produce searing, evocative prosaic), I have a feeling that he hasn't spent too much time thinking about structures in which he flaunts his style. Many chapters before the breakdown is truly manifested
in his behavior, he makes numerous references to his arrival on hold, so it seems less poignant and less visceral to me—than I would be allowed to gradually build with a meager hint. Nevertheless, as the plot of the book completely descended into Kerouac/Duluoz's paranoia and delusion, I felt an organic
acceleration of pace as if we were zooming faster towards a terrible collision. The description of his dream of vultures towards the end is so strange and repulsive that – as another goodreads review of this book – you absolutely do not buy and then I woke up to find that I, and everything else, was just
fine and dandy and the golden end. (hide spoiler)] In dramatic contrast to Cody's visions (which I thought were a travesty), I'm glad I read Big Sur. I rarely thought the book was taking me away from me in the way that books that I thought were really great, but it was aggressively honest of Kerouac to stick
to his self-aggressive autobiography as a legend approaching his novels after things weren't nearly as entertaining to him as they used to be. Here's one thought that's immediate, unprecedented, unerevized and probably more than a little irresponsible (it seems like Kerouac, if he doesn't approve, might
recognize a kindred spirit): yesterday I listened to Mark Helprin being interviewed about his latest book In the Sun and in the Shadows. I haven't read it yet or read Helprin's most famous book Winter's Tale. I could find myself duly impressed—even taken away from myself—by any of these books when I
finally get to read them. But the good master of the MU sounded so meticulous, so full of himself, so much like someone I wouldn't want to sit down with and have a beer with (I'm sure he wouldn't see any value in any exchange with me) and so confident in his own if not his superiority, that I trembled.
When Kerouac, on the other hand, writes in Big Sru Books, shmooks, this disease wished me if I could ever get out of this I would gladly become a miller and clog my big mouth, I feel like a human being who was on the other end of that writing would never shovel Helprina's kind of shit in my direction for
a very long time. Even if I let him get away with it. But this – as I warned – is hardly a reasonable position. Just clean hoses. In this book, and in all his others that I have read, Kerouac is interesting when he is interesting, not when he is not, but he is always clean intestines. ... More... More
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